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SCREEN & MEDIA

DIPLOMA

TERM ONE

Enrolling in Diploma of Screen and Media at The Makeup
Technicians your adventure starts off in learning all about skin
perfecting in the Entertainment Industry. Corrective & colour
makeup for media correspondent’s. Contouring, Brows, Lip
Shaping, Liquid Liners for all Eye Shapes because let’s face it there
are so many different shapes and not one shape fits all. Create
Smokey, Shiny, Glossy, Painted, Splattered, Lashed and discover
Runway trends.
High end magazine work with artists like Melanie Burnicle, Cat
Smith, GHD team present ghd tool techniques, tips and tricks
forming an essential foundation to current hairstyling across all
mediums. Discover Runway Artists like Pat McGrath and Val
Garland creations, where do they get their inspiration from. Next
jump into the Theatrical world with Senior Opera House Makeup
Artist, Fiona Cooper-Sutherland, designing characters, prepping &
dressing wigs and all those intense heavy makeup skills, finish off
the Term with Gordana Willesee previous head of Channel Nine's
makeup department now Freelance Artist & Brow Specialist with
her amazing techniques learn to create the brow styles to work on
any face, Its definitely way more than the Infamous Instagram
Brow!

STUDENT WORK by Jaque Di Condio

All that & it’s only Term One…
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TERM TWO

Now you’ve got some skills and techniques, you’re going to work
on your Bridal Certificate to work as a Bridal Artist, this takes a few
weeks of advanced knowledge, skills and techniques and it’s
packed with information on how to work in the Bridal industry,
which is going to kick start your working makeup career.
Move onto the art of Period Makeup and Hair styling, use this
knowledge in your design process for modern makeup
application’s in Fashion, Character and Theatre work. Continue
working with hair styling, for media correspondent’s and your
everyday clients. Next move over beauty and all things pretty here
comes the Zombie Queen – Lisa Cotterill who skills you up with flat
lay prosthetics, burns, cuts, gashes, bullet holes and loads more.
Need to know this for all those real CRIME TV shows, has to be
authentic, right?
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TERM THREE

Get current knowledge and skills in the art of Wig Prepping, Styling
and Dressing! Did you know theatrical actors wear their
microphone in their wig’s? Learn to apply wigs quickly for
photoshoots that don’t need that extra special twist. Have fun in
DRAG classes and don't forget to bring your dad, brother,
boyfriend or husband, such a fun experience for them all. Next
you’ll discover Century makeup, again you can apply this history in
your design skills to create modern looks.
Go behind the scenes on a short film, breakdown a script, working
in the backend of a film! Oh and before the term ends make and
apply a Bald Cap, Airbrush your Cosplay Character & Design an
Italian Vogue cover, the bible of the beauty industry. Be proud of
what you've achieved and how far you've come. The image's
you've created, so much so, you’ll want to do more. Discover the
Egyptians too, Cleopatra, Bollywood, Tribal & Skulls. Use these
elements in your designs for modern creative looks and next term
look forward to getting started building your business to discover
the steps and processes you need to get into the
area of work you want to be in.
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TERM FOUR

Start's off with face casting and sculpting, full face prosthetic's,
turn your partner into a hybrid animal, fish or bird! Design it, Mould
it, Release it, Apply it, Paint it to Photograph it! Zombies, Skeletal
and Halloween Sugar Skulls. Beards and Moustaches then its back
into Fashion, Runway, Red Carpet, Look-books, Macro makeup,
Avant-Garde and Celebrity lookalikes all with hairstyling to really
give you the confidence to work as an artist.
Get ahead in the Industry with Carmelle in Social Media skills,
Professional image, Setting up your Portfolio, enjoy our work
placement program . That's our Diploma we cover all styles and
looks of makeup, which really guides you to which area you want
to work in. Some want to start off doing magazines and beauty but
then move onto SPFX, if you study with The Makeup Technicians
your guaranteed to learn all areas of makeup skills. Don’t waste
time on short courses here and there, costs way too much! We
cover everything and If you don’t want to leave us, we’ve got more
training for you in our Advanced Skill Set...

WHAT'S YOUR MAKEUP PASSION?

makeup-technicians.com
02 9280 2516
@tmtmakeup
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